Directions to
Scout Adventures Great Tower
A59
2

Directions to water sport activities:
Water sports activities are located away
from the main site, just off the A592
between Newby Bridge and Windermere.
To avoid the right turn from Birks Rd
on to the A592:
1. Turn left out of centre and follow Birks
Road to the ﬁrst junction.
2. Turn left onto Ghyll Head Road and
follow until you reach the end at A592.
3. Turn left onto A592.
4. Great Tower is on your right
(sign posted).
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We have a member of our team
on duty 24 hours a day.
The main reception is open
until 17:00 and you can contact
the ofﬁce on 015395 59187.
After this time the on duty
number can be found on the
door of the main reception.
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On arrival to Great Tower please park
in the main car park at the bottom
and make your way to reception.
We will check you in and direct you
to your accommodation.
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Check-in information
If you haven’t already please let us
know your estimated time of arrival.
We need to be notiﬁed if you are arriving
after 17:00.

Best approach is from Newby
Bridge (essential for coaches)
Please do not follow Sat Nav until
you are at Newby Bridge.
1. At Newby Bridge roundabout take
exit onto A592.
2. Continue for about 3.5 miles
3. Right turn (sign posted) onto
Birks Road.
4. Continue along Birks Road until two
wooden towers appear on left and
drive through.
5. Enter car park immediately on right.
We have limited parking space for coaches
– please note only approachable from
Newby Bridge due to turning circle.

NEWBY BRIDGE

Travel from Windermere is possible
in a car but is advised against due
to tight turning into Birks Rd.
1. Leave Windermere towards
Bownes-on-Windermere using
A5074.
2. At roundabout take 1st Exit
onto A592.
3. Follow A592 for 2.5 miles.
4. Sharp left turn (unsuitable for
coaches) into Birks Road.
5. Continue along Birks Road until two
wooden towers appear on left and
drive through.
6. Enter car park immediately on right.
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